Trainer Services
Specialist Services to the Racing Industry

Introduction to Witheford Equine
Witheford Equine Ltd provides specialist equine services to
the horseracing industry.
Having worked with horses for over 40 years, Gary has developed a unique insight into the psychology of the horse.
He is passionate about his work and has created his own
unique techniques to deal with equine traits and behaviour in
a shorter period of time than it usually takes using more
‘traditional’ methods.
Craig Witheford is just as dedicated to his work as his father
and always in demand, having proved time after time that he
has inherited the same talent as ‘the old man’!.
He has also started to take over many aspects of the day to
day running of work schedules and staff in readiness for the
day when he takes over completely from Gary.
With the combined skills and availability of both Withefords,
we are able to offer more support than ever for horses undergoing remedial work at
Westcourt, at trainers’ yards and at the races.
In addition to covering race meetings all over the country, we regularly work horses
at trainers’ yards and start hundreds of yearlings at our yard or on location.
We also present our working methods to the trainers of the future at the British
School of Racing and the Northern Racing College. This, together with accepting
racing lads and lasses for Work Experience, helps with our
aim to educate the up and coming generations of the Racing
Industry in our alternative ways of dealing with young and
problem horses.
We work with many of the best known trainers in the industry
and our expertise and accessibility has earned us an excellent reputation in the industry. Many trainers count on us as
an essential part of their team.
“Gary, Craig and all of the team at Witheford Equine provide an exceptional standard of
service, both at home and on the racecourse. Their level of skill and dedication is second to
none and we at Varian Stable are frequent clients as a result.
I would wholeheartedly recommend Witheford Equine for all aspects of stalls work,
ranging from the early stages of a juvenile’s education right through to
difficult loaders on the racecourse.
Gary and Craig are clearly the market leaders in what they do and it is impossible to think
anyone could better the service they provide ”
Roger Varian, Newmarket

www.garywitheford.co.uk

Horses of Note
Acquainted
Address Unknown
Afsare
Akzar
Alutiq
Amaze
Astaire
Barney McGrew
Beacon Lodge
Born To Sea
Brando
Casual Conquest
Cityscape
Clowance
Confessional
Cotai Glory
Cursory Glance
Definightly
Dream Eater
Dundonnell
Elusive City
Equiano
Ertijaal
Escape Route
Estiqaama
Fallen For You
Field of Dream

“Ghanaati, Equiano, Cotai Glory, Just The Judge and Strath Burn
are just some of the recognisable names Gary and Craig have
helped us with over the years.
However it is also the numerous less well known horses that they
have dealt with who have won races thanks to their skill and
expertise which is why we use them, and will continue to do so.”
Charlie Hills, Lambourn

Fleeting Spirit
Ghanaati
Harbour Law
Harry Hurricane
Humidor
Jo’burg
Journey
Just The Judge
Katiyra
Kingman
Made in Japan
Mawatheeq
Mukhadram
Muntahaa
Mutawaqed
Muthmir
Nafaqa
Newfangled
Overturn
Pastoral Player
Pivotal Point
Reckless Abandon
Resplendent Glory
Rex Imperator
Rite of Passage

Rock Critic
Sea The Stars
Sentaril
Shalaa
Siren's Gift
Sir Patrick Moore
Smart Enough
Spanish Moon
Sri Diamond
Starscope
Stepper Point
Strath Burn
Sultanina
Swan Song
Tarfah
Thistle Bird
Timarwa
What About Carlo
Winsili

“I use Gary, Craig and their team for all my stalls work.
I find them very professional and a pleasure to work with, whether it’s at home doing stalls
work or at the races loading a difficult one.

Their experience is second to none.”
Owen Burrows, Lambourn

01672 811423

info@garywitheford.co.uk

Trainer Services—Yearlings and Remedial Work
Our methods allow the horse to quickly learn and respond in the light of their own
natural behavioural patterns. In this way they learn to accept human control
quickly and are ready to go into training in a much shorter space of time.
Yearlings
Whether they are homebreds or direct from the sales or
stud, many of the UK’s leading flat trainers send all their
yearlings to us for ‘starting’.
All new arrivals are assessed before work to ensure they
are ready to be started. We monitor and record evidence
of reportable vices for sales returns including medical
observation (viral, joints, wind etc).
Owners are welcome to come and watch their horse being
started—including lungeing, long reining and the
introduction of a jockey.
Horses are ridden in a schooling environment, trotting ring
and on our gallops, any horsebox loading issues are dealt
with and all horses leave here having been introduced to
the Starting Stalls.

Any farrier, dentist, osteopath or veterinary attention
required is arranged by us and we give regular updates.
Any issues are resolved before leaving Westcourt.
General Remedial Work
We deal with a huge variety of issues for horses of any age
and at any stage in their career, these include all sorts of
ridden problems such as napping or bolting, problems
when legging jockeys up, aversion to veterinary treatments
such as injections or scoping, problems with clipping,
putting the bridle on etc.
We also deal with many horses who get anxious at the
races, culminating in those who misbehave in the parade
ring, have problems going down to the start or refuse to
load into the horsebox at home or at the races.
“Gary & Craig are a very professional team who have a great understanding of horses.”
Harry Dunlop, Lambourn
“We think Gary & Craig are the most professional & best we have dealt with for
equine behaviour problems.”
Chris Dwyer, Newmarket

www.garywitheford.co.uk

Trainer Services—Starting Stalls
In addition to ‘starting’ yearlings and our general remedial work, we help
racehorses with problems at the stalls. This is undertaken at Westcourt for more
complicated cases or at trainers’ yards if appropriate. We offer a follow up service
both at the trainer’s yard and by arrangement at the racecourse as on-going
support.
Some trainers opt for a bulk stalls screening session at the beginning of the season
for ALL horses at their yard. In this way a planned schedule of work can be
prepared to identify those horses with specific issues.
Residential Stalls service
Our service includes dealing with all issues with starting
stalls from horses that refuse to load into the stalls, are
fractious when loaded or slow to jump out.
All horses resident at Westcourt have a daily work session
in the stalls and are kept in work as directed by the trainer
to maintain fitness. Trainers are regularly updated on progress and any farrier, dentist, osteopath or veterinary attention required is arranged by us.
If Stalls Tests are required, these are carried out before
the horse returns to the trainer. Thereafter, entries are
tracked by us and we liaise with trainers to ensure we are
at the start on race day.
External Stalls service
We also travel all over the UK to trainers' yards to deal
with individual ‘problem’ cases or screening sessions for
all horses in training.
Racecourse Stalls Support
Following stalls work at Westcourt or at trainers' yards, we
provide on-going support by accompanying horses for PreRace Assessments, Stalls Tests and on race day throughout the UK, Europe and RoW.
Bookings made at the entry stage are confirmed after declarations.
Barrier Trials
We believe Barrier Trials are invaluable for young horses
and those with known issues at the racecourse.
With the continued support of Lingfield Park Racecourse,
we arrange the trials and are in attendance to deal with
any issues.

01672 811423
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What they say
“I have known and worked with Gary and Craig Witheford for 13 years or so.
They are exceptional horsemen who have a deep understanding of horses.
This, combined with their knowledge of horse racing and the demands on a racehorse, stands them alone when it comes to training those difficult horses.
I have learnt a great deal from them and they are enormously generous with their
knowledge, helping to train and educate stable staff in the racing industry.”
Ed Walker, Lambourn
“It’s crucial have a good team alongside you. When it comes to starting stalls, I know
I can count on the Withefords to deal with any problems at home or at the races.”
Hugo Palmer, Newmarket
“The Withefords provide the best service in the country to trainers for all starting stall
procedures. Safety is paramount and they have excellent facilities.”
Marcus Tregoning, Whitsbury

“Gary and Craig have become an integral part of training to get our horses
to the track, not only do they start all of the youngsters they are also
the first to put them through the stalls.
I refer to them if at any stage we have any sort of problem.
The barrier trials that they now run are also an invaluable part of our preparation for
racing and I'm surprised it is not better supported, I'm certain that it allows
the horses to compete with the minimum stress.

I hope they will continue as part of our team for many years to come.”
John Best, Maidstone
“Gary & Craig are fantastic at teaching the 2yos their stalls drills.
It is a relief to be able to hand over the responsibility to people who you can
trust implicitly to do a good job.
Should we ever have any problem horses, they are on hand to help and
unfailingly sort out the problem in a calm and sympathetic manner.”

Eve Johnson Houghton, Blewbury

www.garywitheford.co.uk

Our Facilities
Westcourt Stables is equipped with all the facilities needed for working with young
and problem horses to ensure that horses are cared for and worked in a safe,
relaxed and professional environment.

We have 40 loose boxes with isolation quarantine boxes for international arrivals /
convalescing horses and 80 acres of excellent grazing offering daily turn-out
facilities in secure post and rail paddocks, each with field shelters.
Burbage offers a variety of local village roads ideal for young horses and for reeducating horses with previous traffic problems.
Our Indoor and Outdoor Round Pens are secure and have all weather surfaces,
lighting and are perfect for all ridden work, loose schooling and the groundwork
involved with remedial cases.
Our purpose-built Canter Ring has secure rails and a bark surface which is ideal for
working juveniles, nervous horses and those known to bolt.
We have a three-bay set of starting stalls located in the main yard which are
specifically designed for stalls introduction and training. With a secure chute for
horses to jump out safely, we are able to school the most difficult and nervous of
horses.
Our private Gallops are secure, with viewing galleries for owners to watch horses
work. Our second and third sets of starting stalls are located on the Gallops for
horses that are ready to progress from our modified stalls in the main yard.
We have skilled riders and dedicated staff.
This, together with excellent
relationships with our Veterinary Surgeons, Farrier, Equine Dental Technician and
Chiropractor, ensures all horses in our care receive the best attention.
Our main yard is served by a covered Horsewalker, Equine Weighing Scales,
CCTV, foal cameras and automatic security gates serving the main entrance,
Canter Ring and Gallops.
Database records are kept of each horse for future reference.
Our Oakley Lambourn Racemaster Horsebox is modified for
horses who have loading / travelling issues and is also on hand
to transport horses to / from stalls tests and barrier trials.
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LOCATION
Approximately six miles from Marlborough
Easy access from all major routes
(M4, M3 / A303 & A34)
For satnav systems our postcode is SN8 3BW

Westcourt Stables
Westcourt
Burbage
Marlborough
Wiltshire SN8 3BW
Phone: 01672 811423
Fax: 01672 811416
Email: info@garywitheford.co.uk
www.garywitheford.co.uk
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